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Sophie
A newer vampire, Sophie began her undead life about fifty years ago, turned by
Frederik Antonov, the victim, himself. While she is still a relatively new vampire,
Sophie is vicious and can be ruthless at times - not a vampire to be trifled with! |
Sophie is excited about her immortality though, and has grown to enjoy being a
vampire. A few years ago she met Pike, and has since allowed him to join the
Antonov clan.

Alena
One of the oldest vampires known in the world, Alena is considered "Vampire
Royalty". Nothing important happens in the vampire world without the knowledge
and permission of the royal family of vampires, including a change of the head of
a coven. Alena lives in Romania, but has traveled to Casillero de la Sombra to
meet with vampire clan leader Frederik Antonov about a private matter. She is
immaculately beautiful but one of the most dangerous creatures to walk the
earth.

Melise
A visitor to Casillero de la Sombra, Melise is a quiet traveler who tends to keep to
herself. A mysterious vampire, Melise claims to come from New Orleans, and her
reasons for passing through the area are not known. Vampire etiquette states
that a vampire must must extend refuge from the sunlight to another in need
whenever necessary. Because of this, Melise has been invited to stay at Casillero
de la Sombra. She arrived the day before yesterday, and planned to continue her
travels tonight at sundown.
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Camille
Camille is a coquette kitten to the max. Originally from France, she still speaks
with a heavy accent and loves to dress the part! Her words are peppered with
French expressions like “Je ne sais quoi”. She arrived at the castle with Cass
months ago, as the two of them met on a boat from France. When they arrived in
the area, they instantly sought out the famous Antonov clan to find
companionship, and the victim, Frederik Antonov, accepted them into the clan.
Camille is light-hearted and enjoys laughing, finding hilarity in even the smallest
amusement.

Pike
Pike is an older vampire who has only recently joined the Antonov clan. In his
human life he was charming and debonair, qualities that serve him well as a
vampire, especially while hunting humans. A few years ago, while Pike was
traveling without a coven, he met Sophie, a member of the Antonov clan, and she
has since allowed him to join the family, much to the clan leader, Frederik
Antonov's chagrin.

Cirrus
A young vampire, Cirrus is erratic and unpredictable. With a piercing stare and
startling good looks, he tends to remain silent unless he has something to say,
and when he does, it's usually scathing and relentless. While most new vampires
tend to act this way as they are adjusting to their new undead life, Cirrus is
taking longer than most to adjust. In spite of this, he is a born leader, and clan
leader and victim Frederik Antonov believed that with a good mentor, he would
one day be a great clan leader.
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Montrose
A traveler, Montrose arrived yesterday at Casillero de la Sombra and is staying
here for the night as he passes through the area. As vampire etiquette dictates
that a vampire must extend another hospitality, Montrose is staying at the castle
to pass the daylight hours before continuing his journey at sundown tonight.
Montrose is strong, fierce and slightly jumpy. There is something about his
disposition that tells the vampires in the coven to keep their distance from this
mysterious night walker.

Cass
Cass likes extravagance – everything for him must be the biggest and the best.
While the others in the coven play down their wealth and immortality, Cass
chooses a life of blatant opulence. He has only recently joined the Antonov clan,
and did so with Camille, a French vampire he met on the ship over from France.
Cass is serious and no-nonsense, and speaks very eloquently, showing a human
life of high-breeding.
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